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A FAST CORRELATION METHOD FOR PASSIVE-SOLAR DESIGN$—

William O. Wray, Franz A. 13iehl, and Claudia E. Kosiewicz
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Charles R. Miles and Edward R. Durlak
Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory

Summary

A passive-solar design manual for single-family detached
residences and dormitory-type buildings is being developed at
the Los Alamos National Laboratory for the United States Navy.
The design procedure employed in the manual is a simplification
of the original monthly solar load ratio (SLR) method. The new
SLR correlations Involve a single constant for each system. The
correlation constant appears as a scale factor permitting the
use of a universal performance curve for all passive systems.
Furthermore, by provijing location-dependent correlations be-
tween the annual solar heating fraction (SHF)$~ and the minimum
monthly SHF, we have eliminated the need to perform an SLR cal-
culation for each month of the heating season.

1. BACKGROUND—

This work began in FY i981 with a contract from the U.S. Navy to
study the retrofit potential of concrete-block buildings. The results of
that investigation showed that both direct gain and thermal storage wall
retrofits are quite appropriate for concrete block buildings because of
their inherently massive character, 1,2 In FY 1982 the Navy decided to
continue the work at Los Alamos by supporting the development of a pas-
sive solar design manual that would include design methods for new con-
struction as well as retrofits. It was alsc decided that treatment of
single-family detached rcsidcllces, which ~re typically much 10SS m~$sive
than the larger concrete block st.rurt,ures, shol:ld be included in the
manual .

The N~vy further S~ipUIJ~(?d that the ncw design manua] be dn (!xten-
sion of “Design Calculation Proced re for Pa;sive Solar Hou’;es of Navy
Installations, Vol. I - Vol. V,”! a set of design manuals developod
for the Navy by Monika Lurnsdt?lneat NQW Mexico State University (NMSU),

. ..— —— .

‘This work was perforfm?d under the i]u\pl~cs of the US Navy Civil
Enginmring L,]bor~ltory.

‘5Thr re,]d~?ris i)dvist~d to Ilotc that, in th Is p,]pcr, wf, usc 51{F r~~tt~cr
than solar savings fraction (SSF), which appr?ars in the st,wd~r-d SLR cor-
r~lationsm Also nt;tv thdt, in contrast to recent SLR practlcp, our thc’r-
mal storage wall correlations mploy non?uro vdl(les of G, a corrrldting
parm:tcr that may he interprrt.cd as an rffrcti!’c dpcrture conduct~ncm.
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‘ Consequently, much of the character of the NMSU document will be re-
tained, including the use of a universal performance curve to character-
ize the behavior of passive systems.

2. THE FAST SOLAR LOAD RATIO METHOD

The new performance calculation procedure developed for the Navy
tlesign manual is called the fast solar load ratio (FSLR) method; this
method relates the nmthly solar heating fraction to the monthly solar
load ratio through a scaling law, The new procedure is a direct extei~-
sion of the Griginal solar load ratio (SLR) method developed for passive
solar buildings by 9alcomb and McFarland,4 This scaling law is then
combined with a weather-dependent correlation between the annual solar
heating fraction and the minimum rmthly solar heating fraction, which
usually occurs in January. Thus, the annual auxiliary heat requirements
are obtained directly from a simple equation il;volving the solar load
ratio for a single month.

2.1 Scaling Law for Monthly Performance

Monthly performance correlations for the FSLR method are developed in
the following form:

SHF . 1 - e-SLR*

where

SLR* uF. SLR

(1)

(2)

is the scaled solar load ratio,
The parameter, F, is a s,ystem or design-dependent scale factor, SLR

is the monthly solar load r~tio, and SHF is the monthly solar heating
fraction, It will b~ recalled that the SLR is defined as

(3)

where S (Btu/ft2) Is the irmr!thlysolar r.adiat!on absurhed by the system
per squwe fbot of collection area, Dfi ( F day) Is the monthly heating
degree days, G (Btu/llD ft~) iS the effectlvc aperture conduct~nce, and
LCR (6tu/DD ft?) ij the load collector r~t!c of the h~iildlng, The LCR
is ohtclned by divlrifrlgthe huild,ing loJd coefficient, 13LC (Btu/DO), hy
the sollr coll~ctor ar-oa, A (ft+

f
The IU.C is dufincvi as the amo~int

of he~t that wo~i~d bp r~q(ired to maintdin the dir trwri)crl]tllrein a
building one d(’qroe F(lhronhcit at)ovc t })(! 011t(;’)or,Nnl)!rnt,t,rulp(’1’at,uvcfor
{lpor iod of cne (i:lyif :liJh!~,ltl(ILI,(ISor gllins w(~t.c,111owpd through t Ile

solar aperture.
The nullthly $rlal. hinting fracti:]n is the f~~(;tiorl of the Ilkll]tllly

reference h(’at load expcrioncrd hy a l)uildl~}rjthat can he nlot hy s{)l,~r
cnorg.y t.;”~lnslllitt[~dttlr’O!i~tl the! collrc~ ion ap{:l’t.(ir(?s,lhus,



QA
SHF=l -

~’
(4)

where

QL“ (BLC + G ● Ac)OD (5)

is the monthly reference heat load, and QA is the ~nt~ly auxiliary
heat.

The advantage of the form of the performance correlation given by Eq.
(1) ;s th~t the behavior of all passive sol~r systems is re!;resented by a
single universal curve as depicted ‘in Fig. 1. The algebraic simplicity
of Eq. (1) makes it possible to develop a simple analytt~ expression for
the annual auxiliary heat requirement as discussed in the next two sub-
sections.

2.2 Correlation for Annual Performance

Employing functional analysis, Subbarao5 demonstrated the existence
of citv-deDendent correli~tions between annual SHF and Januar\’ S!iF for all
passiv; systems obeying a scaling law on
tally that double-glazed Trombe walls,
huildlngs, taken with or without night
performance correlations of the following

the SLR. He also ~howed emplri-
water walls, and direct gain
insulation, all satisfy arlnual
form in 11 selected cities:

SHFy = SHFJ + SHFJ (1 - SHFJ) ● [a + b(O.7 - SHFJ)], (6)

where SHFy iS the yearly SHF, SHFJ is the January SHF, and a and b
are city-dependent constants. This is, of course, a potentially potierful
concept, and we hwe, therefore, investigated its practical applications.

We find that annual performance correlations similar to those sug-
gested by Subbarilo can, in fact, be obtained for any city for which

Fig, 1.



rronthly weather data are available. Consequently, such correlations have
been developed for all 209 typical meteorological year (TMY)6 cities in
the continental United States. Our correlations differ from !.hose sug-
gested by Subbarao in three respects.

(1) Rather than correlating the yearly SHF to the January SHF, we cor-
related to the minimum monthly SHF, which does riot always occur in
January.

(2) Instead of the two-parameter form suggestd by Subbarao in Eq. (6),
we used the foilw;n q single parameter equation:

SF t = SHFM [1 + a(l - SHFM)], (7)

where S1-iFMis the min-:.wm monthly SHF and “a” is the city-dependent
correlation parameter. The single-parameter form was chosen for its
algebraic simplicity and because it yielded acceptable accuracy.
Standard d?viatiorts nf less t~an 0,0? we-~ l)ta!n?d fn all cases. A
scheinatic representation of Eq. (7) is presented in Fig. 2. Note
that SHFy limits to zero and unity when SHFM is zero and unity,
respectively. Also note that the difference between SHFy and
SHFM is at a maximum of a/4 when SHFM is equal to 0.5.

(3) We observed that t;le parameter “a” depends not only on location, but
also on any system vari~ble that affects S (such as overhang climen-
sions, number of glazings, orientation, and tilt) nr DO (such as the
thermostat set point or the rate of heating hy internal sources).
We, therefore, determined appropriate values of “a” for systems with
reference temperatures ranging from 40-70”~, with me, two, or three
glazings and with azimuths varying from fiO east to 60” west of due
south. ‘Variations of “a” with the number of glazings were insignifi-
cant (half a percent at most) and, therefore, only the values calcu-
lated for double-glazed systems were retained, All systems were as-
sumed to have no overhang and to have vertical apertures.

MINIMUM MONTHLY SOLAR
HCATINGFF?ACTION (S}IFM)



In sumnary, we now have available annual performance correlations for
209 TMY cities that are applicable to those singl~-glazed, double-glazed
or triple-glazed systems that have azimuths within 60” of due south and
reference temperatures between 40 and 70”F.

2.3 Combined Scaling Law and Annual Performance Correlation

The sc~ling law given by Eq. (1) may be combined with the annual
performance correlation given by Eq. (7) to obtain a single expression
for the annua”l auxiliary heat requirements, First, we write Eq. (1) for
the month with the mininum solar heating fraction

-SLR~
SHFM= l-e * (8)

where SLRfi is the minimum nmthly solar load ratio. Then, substi-
tuting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) yields

(9)

Equation (4) may be employed to express SHFY directly in terms of the
yearly auxiliary heat, Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (9) prod(lces the
desired relation.

(lo)

Equation (10) is plotted in Fig. 3, which we refer to as the yearly
heat-to-load ratio nomogram. One has only to calculate the minimum
munthl.y solar load :-titioand multiply by the appropriate system scale
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factor, F, a tabulated quantity, to obtain the appropriate scaled solar
load ratio. A vertical line is then ~xtended upwdrd until the perforn?-
ance curve with’ the appropriate value of the city parameter “a” is inter-
cepted. (The parameter “a”, a tabulated quantity, depends on the city as
well as certain other system parameters as previously noted.; some
interpolation may be requ”red. Having intercepted the appropriate per-
formance curve, we then extend a horizontal line from that point to the
vertical axis and read the annual ratio of auxiliary heat to building
load. Multiplication of this quantity by the annual load,

(~)y = (BLC + G G A~)DDy , (11)

wl~ere DDy is the annual degree day sum, yields the auxiliary heat
required yearly.

2.4 Yearly Heating-Cost Nomogram

In order to simplify t5e task of determining the economic conse-
quences of various design decisions, one or more yearly heating cost
nomograms will be included in the Navy design manual. The concept is
illustrated in Fig. 4. The upper right quadrant in Fig. 4 is identical
to the nomogram in Fig. 3 and serves to provide an estimate of the yearly
heat-to-load ratio. (For clarity, only one of the performance curves is
included in Fig. 4.) The upper left quadrant contains a family of radial
lines representing various values of (QL)y (only one such line is
shown) and the lower left quadrant contains a family of lines (only one
is shown) representing various rates per kWh. The nomogram is used in
the following manner.

(1) Calculate the minimum scaled solar load ratio and enter the value on
the abscissa at point ~.

(oL)y

Q
(QA)Y /

(MM13tu)lo-

RATE (t/’kWh)
COST (103$;

S1R;

Fig, 4, Yeorly ht?ating cost nmogrm.



(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Extend a vertical line from point @ until the curve with the
appropriate value of “d” is intercepted. Th is procedure locates
point ~.

Draw a horizontal lint.?left from point @until t$e line with the
appropriate value of (QL)Y is intercepted. The intercept is
point @.

Drop a vertical line from point @into the lower left quadrant until
the line indicating the appropriate rate is intercepted at point @.

Extend a horizontal line from point @ to the ordinate. The
intercept at point @gives the yearly cost of heating the building.

nine procedure described above can be repeated for a series of designs
that may then be evaluated on the basis of their cost effectiveness. Or,
individual design decisions can be weighed by determini~g tha resulting
annual ccst savings. The user must, of course, provide his own estimate
of any marginal costs associated with passive solar features in order to
cleter:nireif acsociatDd hc~+’:~ cost ‘?’:rgs a!’e !~~=f’c{ent ‘:? pr:,vide
rapid payback.

3. SCOPE OF THE DESIGN MANUAL.—

3.1 Monthly Performmce Correlation Matrix

A total of 109 performance correlations will be included in the Navy
design manual. A matrix of 81 correlations f
enable the user to obtain a performance est
direct gain buildings by allowing 3 choices
design variables. The design options include:

THICK = 2 in., 4 in., 6 in.,
AMOAG = 3, 6, 9,

NGL=;,2,3,
RESNI =0, 4, 9, t

2r direct gain systems will
mate for a wide vartety of
for each of the 4 primary

81 designs

where THICK is the thermal storaqe mass thickness, AMOAG is thl?ratio of
thermal storage mass surface are~ to glazing area; NGL is the number of
glazings, and RESNI (ft2 F

Two smaller matrices
walls are to be provided.

h/Btu) is the night insulation
of corrrl~tions for masonry
The two sets of design optior!s

i?-value.
ttlt?rmalstorage
are:

THICK = 12 in.,
NGL = 1, ?,
ock = 15, 30,

RESN1 =0, 9,
VENTS = YES, NO,

and

THICK = 6 in., 18
NGL = ?,
~~ck = 30,

RCSNI = O,
VENTS = YES,

1
J

16 designs

lfi.,



The quantity ~ck (Btu2/h ft4 F2) is the density-specific heat-
thermal conductivity product of the thermal storage mass, and VENTS
indicates the presence or absence of thermocirculation vents.

Six water-wall correlations will be provided. The following con-
figurations are allowed:

THICK = 9 in.,
NGL = 1, 2,

1

4 designs
RESNI =0, 9,

and

THICK = 6 in., 12 in.,
Na * 2,

1

2 designs
RESNI =0.

In this case, THICK refers to the effective thickness of the mass of
water as if it were contained in a rectilinear enclosure that completely
fi~?~d tho so?~r apertu:e.

Finally, four specialized correlations are included for thermal
storage walls made from 8-in. concrete building blocks. The correlation
matrix is:

THICK =8 in.,
RESNI = O,

NGL =1, 2,
I

4 designs
FILLED = YES, NO.

The term FILLED refers to whether or not the concrete-block cores have
been fi?led with mortar.

A table will be provided in the Navy design manual that gives the
scale factor, F, the effective aperture conductance, G, and the effective
solar absorptance of each of the 109 designs described above. Further-
more, the performance of any system involving a mixture of two or more of
the above designs can be determined from the yearly heat-to-load ratio
nomograms by using the area-weighted averages of F and G of the component
systems.

.3.2Table of Weather Data ~nd-City Parameters—.. - —

The TMY weather data base, cont~ining 209 cities in the continental
U.S.* was selected for use in the Navy design manual. All radiation and
degree day quantities reported in the design manual will be based on
hourly surrrnationsof quantities on the TMY tapes.

In order to permit calculation of the annual heat load under a
variety of thermostat settings and internal he~ting situation~, annual DD
summations fop reference temperatures ranging from 40 to 70’F in 5°F
increments will be inclurhd for cinch city. Additionally, the monthly
summation of VT/DD will be tabhlated for one, two, and three glazings, at
p,lch l~f t}l~)rcfe)’r?ncetPmpf?rdt,ur~?S indicdted ,~hove for the minimum SHF
fn[mt.11in e{achcity, The q(lmltity VT is the radiation transmit.t.cdthrou!;h
a vertical south-facing solar aperture mld must be multiplied by a, the
effective solar absorptance, to obtain S, the radiation absorbed by the
system. Tabulation of VT/DD ~llows rapid calculation or SLR , the
minimum monthly solar load ratio, !for any systein in any of the 20 loca-
tions, Furthcrmor(j, the valu[~s of VT/DD reporteti in the t.,~blesmay he



~djus ted to account for variations in az!wth from 60” east t~ 60” west
of due south by u~ing a simple quadratic formula. The coefficients of
the quadratic vdry from city to city and will be given in the weather
table.

Values of the city parameter, “a”, are to be included in the weather
table. For each city, the “a” parameter is specified for each reference
temperature from 40 to 70”F assuming an orientation of du~ south. The
“a” parameters can be adjusted for azimuths varying from 60 east to 60°
west of due south by using a qlladratic formula similar to that employed
to adjust VT/DD. Again, the coefficients of the quadratic are city-
dependent and are to be included in the weather tables.

4. CONCLUS IONS

Lo: ala~s i(jp:-:j~cing G p~.ss~ve Lolar design manual fof the Ul~ited
States Navy. A new design calculation procedure called the fast solar
load ratio mthod has been developed for use in the manual. The new
method enables the user to quickly estimate the performance of 109
reference designs (or mixtures of those designs) in 209 U.S. cities. The
speed and simplicity of the FSI.R method rrakes it appropriate for use very
e~rly llithe design process when pottntial is greatest for implementation
of energy-saving design decisions.
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